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Being given a closed manifold M”, there are involutions (X2”, T) on closed manifolds of twice 
the dimension having fixed point set M. Kulkarni defined the deficiency of M for a class of 
involutions to be min(l/2{dim H*(X; Z,)-dim H*(M; Z,)}) f or all involutions (X, T) in the 
class. This paper exhibits manifolds for which the deficiency is positive for all involutions and 
studies the deficiencies for other classes. 
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1. Introduction 
Being given a closed manifold M”, there are involutions on closed manifolds of 
twice the dimension (X2”, T) for which the fixed point set of the involution is M”. 
One such involution is 
twist: M” x M” + M” x M” : (x, y) + (y, x). 
From Smith theory, it follows that 
dim H*(X*‘; Z,)>dim H*(M”; 2,) 
and that the difference between these dimensions is even. One lets 
6(M,X)=${dim H*(X;Z,)-dim H*(M;Z,)}. 
If one considers a class A of involutions (X2”, T) with fixed set M”, one defines 
the dejiciency (in the sense of Kulkarni [12]) of M for the class A by 
6(M, .A)=inf{G(M, X)1(X’“, T)E&}. 
The purpose of this paper is to study two particular deficiencies 
n(M) and s,(M), 
where v(M) is the deficiency for the class of all involutions fixing M and 6,(M) 
is the deficiency for the class of involutions (X2n, T) for which the normal bundle 
to the fixed set is the tangent bundle T of M”. 
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The deficiency n(M) was introduced by Kulkarni ([12,§ %)I) and provides a 
lower bound for all deficiencies. Exam’ples will be given in Section 2 to show that 
there are manifolds M” for which n( M”) > 0. 
In order to justify studying &(M”) one observes that: 
a) for any (X2n, T) fixing M”, the normal bundle to M in X is cobordant to the 
tangent bundle of M, 
b) the twist involution on M” x M” has normal bundle to the fixed set equal to 
the tangent bundle, 
c) for the case of most interest, (X2”, T) is an almost complex manifold with 
conjugation, for which the normal bundle of M” is automatically the tangent bundle 
of M, so that &(M”) is a lower bound for the interesting deficiencies, and 
d) it is often the case that a,( M”) > 0. 
In Section 3, the implications of Smith theory will be explored and this will be 
applied in Section 4 to obtain general conditions under which a,( M”) > 0. In Section 
5 a number of comments will be made about S,(M”) for specific manifolds M”. 
I am indebted to the National Science Foundation for financial support during 
this work. 
2. Kulkami’s deficiency 
The purpose of this section is to give examples of manifolds M” for which 
n( M”) > 0. If one begins checking their favorite manifolds it seems they all have 
n( M”) = 0, but, in fact, there are examples. 
Example 1. (Floyd [S]) 
2 s 77 (Cayley P’) < 3. 
Proof. Noting that the twist involution on M x M fixes M, one has v(M) s 
6(M, M x M) = m(m - 1)/2, where m = dim H*( M; Z,). This gives the upper 
bound. Letting Ml6 be the Cayley projective plane and T: X3*+ X3* an involution 
fixing M, one has by [ 1 l] that X is cobordant to M x M and hence to (RP2)16. 
Floyd then observes ([8], p. 224, d)) that dim H*(X; Z,)z7, giving the lower 
bound. 0 
Notes. 1) Floyd notes that there is an X3* cobordant to (RP2)16 with 
dim H*( X ; Z,) = 7, but it is not clear that this example has an appropriate involution. 
2) Using Kulkarni’s techniques gives 
??(Cayley P’) = S(Cayley P2, Kahler) > 8, 
and thus v(M) is not a particularly good estimate for S(M). 
Example 2. There are odd dimensional manifolds M” with n( M”) > 0. 
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Proof. Let M2’ = (Cayley P’) X (SU(3)/SO(3)). If T: X42-+ X42 is an involution 
fixing M, then by [ 111, w,w,w:,[X] = w,w,wg[M] # 0. If 6(M, X) = 0, one then has 
H’( X; 2,) = 0 or 2, with the nonzero groups being in dimensions 0, 4, 6, 10, 16, 
20, 22, 26, 32, 36, 38, and 42, and with Sq’6(w,w,w,6) #O in H42(X; Z,). Since 
Sq’, Sq2, Sq4, and Sqx all annihilate w~w~w,~ being in dimensions 27, 28, 30, and 
34, one may apply Adam’s secondary operations (See [l]). These operations take 
their values in dimensions 26+2’ +2’- 1 with 0s i ~_i d 3 and j # i+ 1, but 
H’(X; Z,) is zero in these dimensions, giving a contradiction. 0 
Example 3. There are manifolds M” for which v(M) is large. 
Proof. Let X”” = WP”’ be quaternionic projective space. Let Y’6n be a manifold 
with involution fixing X8” with 6(X, Y) = v(X). Let 232” be a manifold with 
involution fixing Y’6n with 6( Y, Z) = v(Y). Then dim H*(X; Z,) = 2n + 1 and 
dim H*(Z;Z2)=2n+1+2~(X)+2~(Y). From [ll], one has w:i[Z]=wi”[Y]= 
w~“[X]#O.IfH’(Z;Z,)=Ofor32k+16<i<32(k+1)andO~k~n-1,thenusing 
Adams’ operations sqy w :,“+‘, = 0. Since w:6n~2(k+l),q16(w:6k+I)[Z] = 
W~n-2(k+l)Sq4(W;k+l )[X]= w:“[X]fO, this is impossible. By Poincart duality one 
must also have H’(Z;Z,)#O for some i with 32j<i<32j+16 and Ocjsn-1. 
Thus dim H*(Z; Z,) is at least 4n + 1, and so one of 77(X) and v(Y) is at least 
n/2. 0 
Note. According to Steenrod ([ 141, p. 165), there is no space Y having H*( Y; Z,) = 
z2[%ll(xsm+1 =0) with m 23. It then follows that ?(WP”‘) >O if n 2 2. Unfortu- 
nately, I don’t know a source for this result. For Y simply connected a proof was 
given by Toda [ 173. That ~I(WP~) > 0 follows from Floyd ([8], Theorem 4.1). 
Example 4. There is a manifold M” with n s 10 for which q( M”) > 0. 
Proof. Let X5 = SU(3)/SO(3). Let Y’O be a manifold with involution having fixed 
set X5 and with 6(X, Y) = v(X). Let ZzO be a manifold with involution having 
fixed set Y” and with S( Y,Z)= T( Y). Then dim H*(X; Z2)=4 and 
dim H*(Z; Z2) =4+2q(X)+2~( Y). AS above, w~w,~[Z]= w4w6[ Y]= w~w~[X]# 0, 
and from Floyd’s remarks ([8], Theorem 3.1), dim H*(Z; Z,) 3 6. Cl 
3. Consequences of Smith theory 
Let (X2n, T) be a smooth involution on a closed manifold with fixed point set 
M” having normal bundle V. Identify a closed invariant tubular neighborhood of 
M with the disc bundle DV so that T is multiplication by -1 in the fibers and let 
V2” = X2”-interior Dv. The boundary of V is then Sv, the sphere bundle of v, and 
V/T will denote the orbit space of the involution with a( V/ T) = RPv being the 
projective space bundle of v. 
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Letting H* denote mod 2 cohomology, Smith theory gives an exact sequence 
. . . +H’+‘(V/~,RP&=H’(V/T,RPU)@H’(M) 
?Oi* 
< 
Hi(X) ( r*j* H’(V/T, RPv)+. . . 
in which 
i) rr*j* is induced by the composite 
X-I: XIT-i,(X/T, Dv/T) 
and the excision 
(Xl T, Dv/ T) = ( V/ T, RPv), 
ii) i” is induced by the inclusion i: M + X, 
iii) Srr* is the composite of the homomorphism induced by the projection 
n : RPv + M and the coboundary homomorphism of the pair ( V/ T, RPv), and 
iv) c is the cup product with the characteristic class c E H’( V/ T) of the double 
cover V+ V/ T 
The usual process of splitting up an exact sequence then 
dim H*(X)=dim H*(M)+2dimcoker(c+&r*), 
which justifies the discussion about S(M, X). 
gives 
One now recalls that H*(RPv) is the free H*(M) module (via r*) on the classes 
1, c, c2, . . . , cnp’ with a relation 
c”+w,(v)C”-‘+w*(V)C~-2+~~~+W,(V)=O 
where c E H’(RPv) is the characteristic class of the double cover Sv + RPv and is 
the restriction of the class c E H’( V/ T) and wi(v) E H’(M) is the i-th Stiefel- 
Whitney class of the bundle v, and as usual one suppresses the homomorphism r*. 
One then obtains several immediate but useful consequences. 
Observation 1. If I” = image{ H*( V/ T, RPv) -+ H*( V/ T)}, then 
6( M, X) = dim{ Z*/ cl*}. 
Observation 2. The following are equivalent 
a) 6(M, X)=0, 
b) 8 : H*(RPv) + H*+‘( V/ T, RPv) is epic, and 
c) the homomorphism H*( VI T) + H*( RPv) induced by inclusion is manic. 
Proof. Let 6 : H*(RPv) + H*+‘( V/ T, RPv). The image of c+ &r* contains 6(imr*) 
and 6c = c8 and hence im(c+&r*)~im(S). The homomorphism 
j* : H*( V/ T, RPv) + H*( V/ T) then maps im(c + &r*) onto cimj* to give the first 
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observation. For the second, b) and c) are equivalent from the exact sequence of 
the pair ( V/ T, RPv), and 6( M, X) = 0 if and only if c + &T* is epic, which is true 
if and only if 6 is epic. 0 
Being given a manifold M” and bundle v” over M”, v is the normal bundle of 
an involution (X2”, T) if and only if the map c: RPv+ RP” classifying the double 
cover by S(v) bounds. (See Conner and Floyd [4, (2&l)].) In fact, if the map 
c: RPv+ RP” bounds L+ RP” one forms the induced double cover i with the 
involution which switches sheets. A closed manifold with involution may then be 
constructed from Dv with the involution (-1) in the fibers and L’ with switch of 
sheets by joining along their common boundary Sv. For the resulting involution, L 
is precisely V/ T. Thus, one is really interested in making c: RPv + RP” bound in 
such a way that one can control the size of im{H*( L) -+ H*( L, RPv)}. 
For a general normal bundle v, one can say very little, but if v = r is the tangent 
bundle of M, one has a lot more. 
Lemma 1. If (X2”, T) fi xes M” with normal bundle r and S( M, X) = 0, then X is 
orien table. 
Proof. For n = 0, X is a finite set of points and is orientable. For n = 1, M = kS’ 
is a finite set of circles with v = r being a trivial line bundle, so PR7 = M. Letting 
i : RPr + V/ T be the inclusion, i” is manic, and i*c = c = 0, i*w,( V/ T) = w,( RP7) = 
0. Thus V/T is orientable and V is the trivial double cover of V/T. X is then 
obtained from V by identifying the two copies of M which comprise aV Thus X 
is identifiable as the boundary of V/T X[-1, I] with the involution 1 X (-1), and 
X is orientable. 
Now suppose n 2 2. One has the Stiefel-Whitney class of RPr given by 
so that wl( RPT) = nc. Since i : RP7+ V/ T induces a monomorphism, i*w,( V/ T) = 
w,( RPT) = nc = i*( nc) gives w,( V/ T) = nc. Then letting p : V-, V/T be the double 
cover, w,( V) = p* w,( V/ T) = p*( nc) = 0, and letting j : V + X be the inclusion, 
j” w,(X) = w,( V) = 0. One now has the exact sequence of the pair (X, V) and by 
excision (X, V) = (DT, ST), to give an exact sequence 
. . . ~H”(V)~Fj’(T~)‘H’(X)ilH’(V)_,. . . 
where TT is the Thorn space of T. Since n >2, fi’(T~)=0 andj*:H’(X)+H’(V) 
is manic. Since j*w,(X) = 0, w,(X) = 0 and X is orientable. Cl 
Lemma 2. Let i: RPr+ V/T be the inclusion. Then the image of i”: H*( V/ T) + 
H*( RPr) contains c and all classes of the form 
P(X)=XCdim~+(SqIX)Cdim*-I+. . .+(Sq~x)cdim~-~+. . ._tx2 
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for x E H*(M) in the characteristic ring of M. In particular, if the middle dimensional 
Wu class v,J M) = 0, then the image of i” contains the class 
f3 = c”-‘+ w,(M)c”-2+. . .+ w,(M)C-‘-‘++ . .+ w,-,(M) 
Proof. It is clear that c = i*c is in the image of i”, and that the image of i* contains 
the characteristic ring of RPT. One wishes to analyze the characteristic ring. Applying 
the splitting principle, one may write w(M) = fly (I+ xi) and then 
w(RPr)=~(l+x,)(l+c+x,)=jI(l+c+~~(c+x~)). 
1 I 
Notice that x( c + x) = xc + x2 = p(x) if dim x = 1 and that by the Cartan formula, 
p(xy) = p(x) . p(y). By the form of w(RPr), one sees that every characteristic class 
of RPr is a polynomial in c and the symmetric functions in the p(xi). From 
w(RP~)/(1+c)“=~{l+xi(c+x;)(l+c+~2+ . . .)I 
I 
one sees that the j-the elementary symmetric function in the p(xi), i.e. p(wj(M)), 
is a polynomial in c, wi(RPr), and symmetric functions in the P(Xi) of smaller 
degree. Thus the subring of H*(RPr) generated by c and the characteristic classes 
is precisely the subring generated by c and the classes p(x) with XE H*(M) being 
characteristic. 
Letting vi = vj( M) be the j-th Wu class, with v n,2 = 0, the image of i* contains 
(n-1)/2 (nil)/* j 
1 p(vj)C”~‘-2J = 
j=O 
=e. 0 
Lemma 3. If ( X2”, T) ji xes M” with normal bundle v = -r, 6( M, X) = 0, M is connected 
and the Wu class v,,,(M) = 0, then v,(X) = 0. 
Proof. Since vi( N”) is always zero for i > [n/2], v,( RPr) = 0. Thus i*v,( V/ T) = 0 
and i* being manic v,( V/T) =O. Then v,(V) =p*v,( V/T) =0 and j*v,(X) = 
u,,( V) = 0. From the exact sequence of the pair (X, V)v,(X) = k*( au) for some 
(Y E Z,, where k*: fi”( TT) = Z,+ H”(X), and U is the Thorn class. 
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One now considers the commutative diagrams 
. . . + H”(X, V) -H”-‘(V) - WP’(X) 
and 
with the latter connecting the Gysin sequences for V and ST. By Lemma 2, 0 = 
C n-1+ W,(M)C”-2+. . .t w,_,(M) = i*cu for some (Y E H”-‘( V/T), and since 
w”(M)=v,,,(M)*=o, ce=c”+w,(M)c”-‘+. . .t w,(M) = 0. Thus i*ca = ci*cu = 
0, and i* being manic C(Y = 0 so (Y = ga for some a E H”-‘(V). Then g’ha = i*ga = 0 # 
0, so that ha is not in the image off; and since rr* = fv*, ha represents a nonzero 
class in the cokernel of rr*, i.e. 6hu # 0. Thus the Thorn class comes from Hn-‘( V) 
and v,(X) = k*(aU) =O. 0 
Lemma 4. If ( X2n, T) fi xes M” with normal bundle v = r, 6( M, X) = 0, and M” is 
a connected orientable manifold, then X is a Spin manifold. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, X is orientable, and so it suffices to show that w*(X) = 0. For 
n =0 or 1, this is automatic. For n =2, w,(M) = v,(M) =0 and by Lemma 3, 
u2(X) = w*(X)+ w,(X)‘= 0, and so w2(X) = 0. (Note: This is the only point at 
which connectedness of M is used.) 
For n > 2, w,(M) = 0 gives w*(RPT) = (;)c’ = i*(z)c’ so w2( V/ T) = (;)c’. Then 
j*w,(X) = w2( V) = p*w2( V/ T) = p*(i)c’ = 0 and since fi’( Tr) = 0, j* is manic, 
giving w?(X) = 0. 0 
4. Tangential deficiencies 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the tangential deficiency 6,(M) is 
positive in many cases. Certain conventions will be adopted. 
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Convention 1. H” will denote mod 2 cohomology and other coejicients will be indicated 
explicitly. 
Convention 2. M” will be a closed connected manifold of positive dimension, i.e. n > 0. 
Assuming that 6,(M) = 0, certain things then happen automatically. Obviously, 
there is a closed manifold with involution (X2”, T) with fixed set M” and normal 
bundle v = T. From the connectivity of M”, the component of M in X, X,,, is invariant 
under T, and if X # X0, dim H*(X) > dim H*(X,J s dim H*(M). Thus X2” is 
connected. By Lemma 1, X 2n is orientable, and being connected, it has only two 
possible orientations. 
Convention 3. X2” will be given the orientation for which the induced orientation on 
DT coincides with the orientation given by the almost complex structure on Dr. 
Here one recalls that the tangent bundle of 07 is the Whitney sum of two copies 
of the pullback of 7 and has a complex structure as the pullback of TO,@. 
A careful reading of George Wilson’s paper [ 181 then gives several quick results. 
Proposition 1. If M” is a closed connected manifold of positive even dimension 
(n = 2k > 0) for which Hodd (M) = 0, then 6,( M”) > 0. 
Proof. If 6,( M”) = 0, there is a closed manifold with involution (X2n, T) fixing M” 
with v = T and having 6( M, X) = 0. Let X be oriented by the convention. One 
observes that Corollary 2.4 of [ 181 uses only the properties that the normal bundle 
to the fixed set is the tangent bundle and that orientations are properly chosen. 
Thus, the equivariant signature of X, U, -v-,, is (-l)k~(M). Then 
dim H*(X) > dim H”(X), 
2 dim H”(X; Q), 
2 Iu, - fl-,I, 
= Ix(M)I, 
= dim H*(M), 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 2. If M” is a closed connected manifold of positive even dimension 
(n=2k>O) for which v,,,(M)=0 andx(M)+O modulo 8, then &(M”)>O. 
Proof. If 6,( M”) = 0, there is a closed manifold with involution (X2”, T) fixing M” 
with v = T and having S( M, X) = 0. Let X be oriented by the convention. One then 
observes that Theorem 3.3 of [ 181 uses only the properties that T acts as the identity 
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on H*(X), which is immediate from 6(A4, X) = 0, and (Lemma 3.8) that the Wu 
class v,(X) is the mod 2 reduction of an integral class with appropriate behaviour 
under T. By Lemma 3, v,(X) = 0 and is the reduction of y for which Ty = y and 
Ty = -y, i.e. y = 0 works. Thus V, = (T-, = 0 mod 8, and a(X) = x(M) mod 16, where 
u(X) is the signature of X. 
From u,(X) = 0, one also sees that V(X) = 0 mod 8 since the intersection form is 
even (or a(X) = (T, + (T_, - 0+ 0) and thus x(M) = 0 mod 8, which is a contra- 
diction. Cl 
Proposition 3. If M” is a closed connected oriented manifold of positive dimension 
congruentto2mod4(n=4k+2>O)f or whichx(M) f 0 modulo 16, then 6,( M”) > 0. 
Proof. From Sq’Sqzk = Sq’“+’ one sees that v2k+i = 0 for oriented manifolds. Pro- 
ceeding exactly as in the proof of the previous proposition one has (T(X) = 
x(M) mod 16. By Lemma 4, X2” is a Spin manifold and its dimension 2n = 4 modulo 
8 and by Ochanine [ 131 one has u(X) = 0 mod 16. Thus x(M) = 0 mod 16, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 4. If M’ is a closed connected oriented surface with x( M2) # 0, then 
6,( M2) > 0. 
Note. The argument explores the interplay between integral and mod 2 cohomology. 
It will be given in more generality, with the dimension hypothesis being needed to 
carry out one step. 
Proof. Let M” be a closed connected manifold of positive even dimension (n = 2k > 
0) for which w(M) = 1, x(M) # 0 and S,( M”) = 0. There is then a closed manifold 
with involution (X2”, T) fixing M” with v = r and having 6(M, X) = 0. Using the 
conventions, X is connected and oriented. Since w(M) = 1, M is orientable. 
Step 1. Calculate H*(RPr; Z). 
From the Serre spectral sequence of the oriented sphere bundle S”-’ + Sr 4 M, 
one knows the integral cohomology of Sr. The one nontrivial differential sends the 
fiber class (T,~, E H”-’ (S”-‘; 2) to the Euler class X(T) = x(M)t.~ where p E 
H”( M” ; 2) is a generator. Considered rationally, V* : H’( M, Q) + H’(S7; Q) is an 
isomorphism for i < n, is zero in dimension n, and H”-‘+i(S~; Q) = H’( M; Q) . a,_, 
for i>O. 
Multiplication by - 1 in the fibers of T acts trivially on H*( SQ-; Q) since n is even, 
and so in the double covering p: ST-, RPr, p* : H*(RP7; Q) + H*(ST; Q) is an 
isomorphism. Thus one knows H*(RPT; 0). 
Now H*( RP"-' ; Z) is a direct sum of Z’s in dimensions 0 and n - 1 with 
generators 1 and (T’ and Z2’s in even dimensions less than n - 1. The class u’ lifts 
to 2a+, in H”~‘(S”~‘; Z), and hence the fundamental group of M acts trivially 
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on the cohomology of the fiber in the fibration RF-’ + RPT 4 M. In the spectral 
sequence, no differential can send a Z, group nontrivially into H”(M”; Z) = Z, and 
the only nontrivial differential into this group sends u’ to 2x(M)+ (Note: Com- 
parison with the mod 2 cohomology spectral sequence in which all differentials are 
trivial shows that (T’ does not hit any Z, and hence is transgressive.) 
Step 2. Calculate the Bockstein spectral sequence for RPr. 
One has an exact couple 
H*(Rl+; Z): H”(RP7; Z) 
2 / 
II\ / 
H*( RPT) 
which gives rise to the Bockstein spectral sequence (See Browder [3]). The first 
differential is pp = Sq’, so that El = ker Sq’/im Sq’ and E, is the “graded” group 
associated to a “filtration” of 
pH*( RPT; Z)/p Torsion H*(RPT; Z). 
One knows that H*( RPT) is the free H*(M) module on 1, c, . . , cn-’ and has 
the relation C” = 0 since w(M) = 1. Then 
Sq’(Cn-‘X,+cCn~2X,+l+. . ~+CX,+,_2+X,+._‘) 
= Cn-‘Sq’Xr+cn~2(Sq’X,+I+X,+2)+Cn-3(Sq’X,+2)+~ . . 
+ c2(Sq’x,+,-3 + x,+,-z) + 4S4’Xn+r-2) + S9’Xntr-‘, 
using Sq’c’j- = c2’ and that Sq’cnm’ = C” = 0. Thus ker Sq’ is given by the classes 
C n-‘X,+cn~2X,+,+Cn-3Sq’x,+,+~ . ~+csq’x,+,_,+x,+,_, 
with x, x,+,_, E ker Sq’, and im Sq’ is given by all such classes for which x, 
xntrml E im Sq’. Thus, rather symbolically, 
E,( RPT) = E2( M) + cn-’ E,(M). 
The projection T : RPT + M induces a homomorphism on the Bockstein spectral 
sequences and one has 
_ 
r*:E;(M)-+ E~(RPT) fori<n-1, 
with the additional Z, summand being generated by cnm’, and with 7~* manic, and 
TT*:E,“(M)=Z,+E~(RPT) is manic, where Ez( M) is generated by p’ E 
H”( M”; Z,) = Z,. In the Bockstein spectral sequence for M, the class p’ lasts to 
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E, for H”(M: 2) ~2, and hence the class ‘rr*t_~‘~ E~(RPT) is “always” a cycle. 
Further, no differential into E:(M) can ever be nonzero, and applying rr*, no 
differential on a class in the image of r* can be nonzero into E:(RPT). From the 
rational cohomology calculation one knows that the class ~*F’E El(RP7) cannot 
last to E, since H”(M”; 2) = Z+ H”( RPT; 2) has image consisting of torsion. 
Thus, there is an integer r for which c*-’ E E,“-‘( RP7) lasts to E:-‘( RPr) which is 
a quotient of EG-‘( RI%) and the differential d,[c”-’ ] E E :( RPT) which is a subgroup 
of E~(RPT) must hit the class of ,*p’. 
One actually knows which differential d,[c “-‘I is nontrivial. Letting x(M) = 
2’(2j+ l), w(M) = 1 implies t > 0, pcnm’ =x( M)v-r*p is divisible by 2’, so that cnm’ 
lasts to E~~,‘(RPT) and d,+,[c”-’ ] = [r*p’]. Alternatively, one may consider the 
Serre spectral sequence for H*( RPT; Z,c+l) in which u’ transgresses to zero, and 
hence cnp’ = pu’ is the reduction of a Z,~+I class but not a Z,a+z class. 
Step. 3. Compare with the Bockstein spectral sequence for V/T. 
One now considers the inclusion i: RPT+ V/ T as in Section 3, for which 
i*: H*( V/T)+ H*(RPT) is manic. One has i*c = c. The map i induces a 
homomorphism ofthe Bockstein spectral sequences. Since i*(Sq’c”~‘) = Sq’i*c”-’ = 
sq’c-’ = 0 and i* is manic cnm’ E E;-‘( V/ T) and is a nonzero class mapping 
under i* to the class cnp’ E E’;-‘( RPT). 
Now suppose cn-’ lasts to E:-’ (V/T)andthats<t+l.Then@c”~‘=2’-‘xand 
d,[c”-’ I=[PIE E:(VIT). Applying i* , d,[c”-‘I= d,7[i*c”p’] = i*d,[c”-‘I= 
i*[px]=[i*px]=O in E:(RPT)~E,“(RPT) and so i*px=Sq’w for some WE 
H”-‘( RPT). For n = 2, Sq’ is identically zero in H*(RPT), and so i*px = 0. Since 
i* is manic, px = 0 and d,[c"-'1 = 0. Since the image under i* of [c”~‘] is not in the 
image of d,, cnp’ lasts to E:,“( V/ T) and is a nonzero class. 
(Note. Obviously this is the place at which n = 2 was used. I see nothing which 
is analogous for n > 2). 
Thus cnm’ lasts to E y,Y,‘( V/ T) and /3c”-’ =2’xwithd,+,[c”~‘]=[px]~E:+,(V/T). 
Applying i*, [i*px] = [ rr*p’] E Ey+,( RPT) and being a subgroup of Ey( RPT), one has 
i*px = 5-*p’+ Sq’w 
for some w E H”--‘( RPT). One then has 0 = c”-‘i*px[RPT] for the image of i” is a 
self annihilating subspace of H*( RPT), and c”-‘Sq’ W[ RPT] = Sq’( c”-’ w)[ RPT] = 0 
since RPT is oriented, and thus c”~‘T*~‘[RPT] =O. However, c’~‘~*~’ is the 
nonzero class in H’“-‘(RPT), and so c*-’ r*p’[ RPT] # 0. Thus, one has a contra- 
diction. 0 
Comment. If one assumes x(M) $0 mod 4, then in the proof one has f = 1 and 
clearly cm-’ lasts to El-~’ (V/T). The result is weaker than Proposition 2. 
Proposition 5. Let M” be a closed connected manifold with n odd. Suppose there is a 
classx~H’(M).~othatw(M)=(l+x)Ywithx’=Owhereqisoddandq~n,r~O 
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andns3r-l,andforsomes>2,2’+’ - 1 > n 3 2” + r - 1. If the Kervaire semicharac- 
teristic sx(M”) # 0, then 6,(M”) > 0. 
This result looks unpleasant, but is motivated by RP2’ X Szk-’ = M. The most 
interesting special case arises by taking r = q = 1, which gives 
Corollary. Let M” be a closed connected manifold with n odd and n # 2” - 1. If 
w(M)=1 ands,y(M)#O, thenS,(M”)>O. 
Proof. If 6,( M”) = 0, there is a closed manifold with involution (X2”, T) fixing M” 
with V= 7 and having 6(M, X) =O. Let X be oriented by the convention, and let 
V, V/T be as in Section 3. 
On M X M one has the twist involution S(a, b) = (b, a) fixing M with v = 7. Let 
Or c M X M be an invariant tubular neighborhood of the diagonal, and let W = 
M X M-interior 0~. One then has a closed manifold ?= WV V/aW=aV of 
dimension 2n obtained by joining W and V along their common boundary. On ? 
one has a free involution induced by S on W and T on V with the quotient space 
Y = p/Z2 being the union of W/S and VI T joined along their common boundary 
RPT. One denotes by c E H’( Y) the Stiefel-Whitney class of the double cover by ? 
Claim. Y has odd Euler characteristic. 
To see this, one has sx( M) = CL:‘,” (- l)j dim H’( M” ; Z,) = 4 dim H*( M; Z,) in 
Z,, and by hypothesis, this is odd. Since i* is manic and i*If*( V/ T) c H*( RPT) 
is a self annihilating subspace of half the dimension, dim H*( V/ T) - ,y( V/T) is 
odd. Now 0 = x( M x M) = x( W) + ,Y( DT) -x( ST) gives x( W) = 0 and x( W) = 
2x( W/S) so x( W/S)=O. Then x(Y)=x( W/S)+x(V/T)-x(RP~)=x(V/T), to 
give that x(Y) is odd. 
One now calculates the Euler characteristic of Y mod 2 by means of Stiefel- 
Whitney classes. It is a complicated calculation. 
To begin, one has the diagram 
MxM 
/ 
” 
WXS” j MxMXS” 
in which p is a bundle with contractible fiber S” and is a homotopy equivalence, j 
is the inclusion, u is induced by the double covering by M X M X S” which is 
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homotopy equivalent to M x M and v is induced by the inclusion M + M x M of 
the diagonal. It is well known (see [9], Cor. 2.15) that 
u*+v*: H” MxMxS” 
s x(-l) > 
+H*(MxM)@H*(MxRP”) 
is manic. 
Over M x M x S”/S ~(-1) one has three vector bundles of interest. One has 
TXTXS~/SX(-~)=~ for which j*[zp*~(W/S) is identifiable as the tangent 
bundle of W/S and with u*[ = r x r, v*[ = r@(A Or) where A is the usual line 
bundle over RP”. One has a 2-plane bundle 0 = I x 1 x S”/S x (- 1) where 1 is the 
line bundle over M having w,(Z) = x, and one has a line bundle p given by the 
double cover by M x M x S”. One lets 0 and p denote the corresponding bundles 
over W/S. 
One has 
From these equations, one has 
Observation. 
4 WI.9 = WC@+ (fl- q)LJL 
=(l+Q++)s(l+c)“-q, 
where a = w,(O), p = w?(O). 
Note. A certain number of relations hold among (Y, /3, and c. These may be obtained 
by applying (u*+ v*) to w,(0), w,(0), and w,(p). 
One now considers the pair 
w/s+ Y+( Y, W/S) 
and by excision identifies (Y, W/S) with (VI T, RPr) to obtain 
H*( W/S) + H*( Y) + H*( V/T, RI+) 
epic s 
I 
H*-‘( RI%) 
recalling that 6 is epic. 
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Observation. Let a = w,( Y), b = w2( Y) + (~)w,(Y)‘+(~)c’inH*(Y). Then 
w(Y)=(l+a+b)~(l+C)n-~+ c &A_, 
iZ3 
for some classes p,_, E H’-‘(RPT). 
To see this, one notes that w( Y) = (1-f a + b)q( I + c)“-” through terms of degree 
2 by choice of a and b. Further a restricts to (Y, b to /3, and c to c and hence both 
w( Y) and (1 + a + b)q( 1 + c)“-~ have the same restriction to W/S. Hence, in degrees 
3 or more they differ by classes coming from RPT. 
Calculations involving the class w(Y) and c are complicated by the presence of 
the terms &A_,, and in order to avoid having to say that certain equations hold 
modulo classes which contribute zero in all characteristic numbers, one may replace 
Y by a Poincart algebra following [ 151. 
Consider the map f: Y + BO x RP” which classifies the tangent bundle of Y and 
the line bundle corresponding to the double cover by ?I One has induced a 
homomorphism 
$J : H2”( BO x RP”) + 2, : z +f*( z)[ Y] 
and lets J* = {y E H*( BO x RP")l@(x . y) = 0 for all x E H*( BO x RP”)}. Then P* = 
H*( BO x RP”)/J* is a Poincare algebra with Steenrod algebra action having 
dimension 2n. The characteristic numbers of P* in Stiefel-Whitney classes and c 
are the same as those of Y. However, any class in Y which is zero in all characteristic 
numbers is actually zero in P”. 
Notation. Let a’= w, and b’= wZ+(G)w:+(y)c2 in P*, so that in degrees 
less than or equal to 2, one has 
w = (1 + a’+ b’)Y( 1-t c)“_Y. 
Lemma. In H*(RPr), every class q(x, c) which is a polynomial in x and c of degree 
at least n + r - 1 is zero. 
Proof. Let 77 be the bundle along the fibers of the projection RPr+ M. Then 
w( 7) = (1 + c + x)“( 1 + c)~~~ and 77 is an (n - I)-plane bundle so (c + x)‘c”~’ = 0, 
giving the usual relation c” = xcn-’ +. . . for RPr. More generally, for i > 0, one has 
relations 
Cn-l+i = t,xicn-l + t,XI+1C*-2+. . . + t,_2Xn-2+iC+ fn_,Xn-l+I 
where 5 E 2,. Multiplying by x r-i and using the fact that xr = 0, one has cn-‘+k-’ = 0 
for i > 0. Since obviously c n-‘~r = 0, every monomial in c and x of degree n + r - 1 
is zero. 0 
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Lemma. In P”, Sq’b’ = a’b’, and 1 + a’+ 6’ has the same algebraic properties as if it 
was the Stiefel- Whitney class of a 2-plane bundle. 
Proof. In W/S one has Sq’p = a/3 for w(0) = 1 + a + p is the class of a 2-plar.le 
bundle. In Y, one then has Sq’b + ab = 6z, for some class z2 E H2( RPr). Let k : V/ T + 
Y be the inclusion. For any class p( w, c) E H’“-“(Y) which is a polynomial in the 
Stiefel-Whitney class of Y and c, one has 
~(w, c)(Sq’b+ab)[Yl=p(w, ~1 NY], 
= k*(p(w, c)) sz,[V/ T RP71, 
=G[i*k*(p(w, c)). z2][V/T, RPT], 
= i*k*( p( w, c)) . z2[ RPT], 
Now na2‘+r-1 with ~32 gives n>r+3 so nar+2 and 2n-3>n+r-1. By 
the Lemma, p((1+x)“(1+c+~)~(1+c)~~~,~)=0, and so Sq’b+ab gives zero in 
characteristic numbers for Y. Hence, Sq’b’+ a’b’ = 0. 
One then has a homomorphism H*(BOz) + P* sending w, and w2 to a’ and b’ 
for H*(BO,)=Z,[w,, w2] with Sq’w,= w,w*. q 
Lemma. In P*, one has 
w = (I+ a’+ b’)4( 1 + c)“~~ + terms of degree 2 2”+‘. 
Proof. For is2‘, n - r + 12 2” 2 i gives 2n - i > n + r - 1. Letting di = di(a, 6, c) 
denote the degree i term of (1 + a + b)Y( 1 + c)~-¶, one has 
P(w, C)(Wi(Y)-dt)[Yl=p(w~ C) 6Pi-l[YI, 
=p((l +~)~(l +c+x)¶(l +c)“+~, c)pi_,[RP7], 
= 0 
as above, and so wi = di(a’, b’, c) in P*. 
Since w and (1-t a’+ b’)q( 1 + c)“-’ are the classes of bundles algebraically, and 
they agree in degrees less than or equal to 2’, they agree in degrees less than 2St’, 
i.e. H*(BO) is generated over the Steenrod algebra by the classes w,t. 0 
Lemma. In P* one has a’c = c2, b” = 0, and a”b”ck = bdcitk if i + 2j + k 2 2r - 2. 
Proof. Applying u*+ u* to w,(0), w,(B), and c gives (x@l+lOx, c), (x0 
x, x(c+x)), and (0, c). Thus w,(0)c+c2 hits (O,O), ~~(0)~ hits (0,O) since x’=O 
and w,( 0)iw2( e)‘ck + w2( e)Jc’+k with i+2j+k=2r-2 or 2r-1 also hits (0,O). To 
see this one need only check the case k = 0, and one has (x0 1-t 1 Ox)‘(xOx)‘= 
c;=, (;)xj+l@xj+i-l m which ( f,,) = 0 so that one of j + t and j + i - t is at least r in 
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each term. pulling back to W/S gives ac = c*, /3 r = 0, and CY ip’~k = @c’+~ if i + 2j + 
k=2r-2 or 2r-1. In Y one then has 
ac+ c* = 6z, b’ = &-,, and a’b’ck + bici+k = &L~+~~+~_,. 
Now nz3r-1 implies 2n-psn+r-1 or nsp+r-1 holds forp=l,2r,2r-1, 
and 2r - 2. In P* this gives a’c = c*, b” = 0, and a”b?‘ck = b’Jc’+k for i + 2j + k = 2r - 2 
or 2r - 1, which implies the relation for all larger values of i + 2j + k. 0 
One now desires to calculate the class zl,+, ( Y) + w,( Y)v,( Y), where u denotes 
the Wu class, Sqv = w. Letting p( w, c) have degree n - 12 2r - 2 and observing that 
n - 1 < 2’+‘, p( w, c) = jI( b’, c) in P* for some polynomial i. Also n + 1 < 2”+’ to give 
P(W, C)(%+, +w,vn)[fl=b(b’, ~)[Sq~‘((l+a’+b’)~(l+c)“~~) 
+ a’Sq_‘(( 1+ a’+ b’)q( 1 +c)“~~)],,+,[P*]. 
= p”( b’, c)[Sq-‘(( 1 + a’+ b’)q( 1 + a’)“-q) 
+ a’Sq-‘(( 1 + a’+ b’)q( 1 + a’)“-4)]n+,[P*]. 
In order to compute the degree n and n + 1 terms in Sq-‘(( 1-C a’+ b’)q( 1 + a’)“-q) 
one may consider the Dold manifold P(2” + n - q, 2”+ q - 1) with u and u large, so 
that 
W=(l+C+td)*“+q(l+C)*“+“-4 
=(l+c+d)q(l+c)n-q+terms of large degree 
where Sq’d = cd, c2”tn-qt’ = d2’+q = 0 are the relations. The Wu class is given by 
2), = zOci + z,C’p2d + . . . + Z~~,21C’-2~i~2~~~i~2~ 
where 
z = 2)~c2~+“~q~(‘v2t) d Z”+q~lbr I I [P(e,f)l, 
= sqiC2u+n-q-(i-2r)d*"+q-l-r[p(~,f)], 
_ C2"+~-q-(I-2~)d2"+q-~-r(l+C)~U+~--q-(I--Z')(~ +c+d)'"+"-'-'[p(e,f)], 
( 2"+q-l-t = t > d2”+q-lC2U+n-q-(i-2r)~~ + C~2”+n-q-(i-21)+2”+q~l~2t[p(e, f)], 
( 2”+q-l-t 2”+2”+n-i-l = t >( i-2t 1. 
Taking i=n+l, 
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since n + 1 is even, and taking i = n, 
Thus 
V IIt, = 
‘“y (‘“+qll-t)a”“‘-~,~” 
v, = 
‘*zr* (2” + qt- 1 - ‘> a,n-2rbrr 
and 
V “+, + a’u, = ( 2”+9-1-(n+lW b,(n+,),2z0 (n + l/2) ) 
since (n+l/2)Zr. 
Now 
X( Y) = w*n[ Yl= 4 Yl, 
and since n is odd, v, = w,x,-, is divisible by w,, so 
x( Y) = w,?&x,-,[ Y] = t&+,x,-,[ yl= Sqn+‘x,_,[ yl= 0. 
This contradicts the fact that x(Y) is odd. 0 
Notes. (1) The integer q is not necessarily unique. This can affect the terms of 
degree 2”+’ and higher in w for P*. 
(2) The argument simplifies considerably if one restricts to the situation of the 
Corollary. 
(3) One can form Y and ? when n is even. The technique doesn’t seem useful, 
however, because one has to work harder and generally obtains weaker results. 
5. Comments 
The results of Section 4 provide numerous examples of manifolds M” for which 
&(M”) > 0. This section will comment on a few of those and also make a few 
miscellaneous remarks. 
Comment 1. The involution (S*“, t) with t(x,, . . . , xZb) =(x0, . . . , x,, 
-xn+1r..., -x2,) fixes S” and hence n(S”) = 0. The normal bundle of S” in S”’ 
is a trivial bundle, which is not the tangent bundle, in general. For n = 0, 1,3, or 7, 
the tangent bundle is trivial and this gives S,( S”) = 0. Using Proposition 1 or 2 when 
n is even and the Corollary to Proposition 5 when n is odd, one has &(S”) = 1 for 
n#2”-1. 
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There is a very easy proof that &(S”) > 0 for n even and positive. Consider the 
composite S” + X2” + TT. This sends the Thorn class U E fi”( Tr; Q) to twice the 
generator of H”( S” ; Q) and so H”( X ; Q) # 0. 
Edelson [6,7] has exhibited almost complex structures on S6 and S”+’ X S2’+’ 
and conjugations on these so that the fixed sets are S3 and S2@‘. 
Comment 2. For k > 1, consider M” = S”I X. . . x S”A. If all of the n, are even, 
Proposition 1 gives S,( M”) > 0. If one of the n, is odd, the tangent bundle of M” 
is trivial ([lo], Theorem XII) and &(M”) =O. 
Comment 3. As previously remarked, Proposition 5 was motivated by the case 
M” = RP” X Sk. Using Proposition 5 for m odd and Proposition 2 for m even one 
has S,( RP2 x S”) > 0 if m # 2” - 1 or 2” -3. 
Letting t([z], [w]) = ([Z], [ $1) on @ P2 x @P’ gives a,( RP’ x S’) = 0 and 1 = 2’ - 1 = 
22-3. Neither exception could be eliminated. 
Proposition 5 is quite technical, so has limited application. It can be applied to 
products RP2’ x Nk and to sphere bundles S(2jZ+2k) over RP”, where 1 is the 
nontrivial line bundle. 
It should be noted that if M” is framed but not parallelizable (i.e. T is stably 
trivial but not trivial) and n # 1,3, or 7, then x(M) f 0 if n is even and sx( M) f 0 
for n odd (see [ 10,2]). Clearly the Corollary to Proposition 5 and Proposition 2 
apply to such manifolds. 
Comment 4. It is easy to see that n( M”) = 0 for n G 2 and 6,( M”) = 0 for n s 1 (see 
[12, p. 757, c)]). For connected orientable surfaces other that S’ XS’, Proposition 
4 gives 6,( M2) > 0. For S’ x S’ and nonorientable surfaces, 6,( M2) = 0, with the 
examples being given in Kulkarni [ 12, Theorem 1.41. 
Comment 5. If M” = au”+’ bounds and d = dim ker {H*(U) + H*(M)} then 
q(M”) c d. If there is an n-plane bundle 5 over U restricting to r on M, then 
&(M”) c d. To see this, one lets X2” be the boundary of the disc bundle of an 
n-plane bundle 5 over U, where 5 is trivial or is a bundle restricting to T, with the 
involution induced by -1 in the fibers of 5. One then notes that l,/cl, is isomorphic 
to the kernel of the homomorphism H*(U) + H*(M). 
One has N x RP2’+’ = d( N x D( y’)), where y2= y@, y and y is the usual line 
bundle over CPj. The tangent bundle of RP2jt’ . IS 1 +tp*~, where T is the tangent 
bundle of C P’. Thus 6,( N x RP”+‘) = 0 f or any iV. Similarly, N X S” = a( N X D”+‘) 
and if either T(N) has a section or n = 1, 3, or 7, one obtains 6,(N X S”) = 0. 
Forany M” onethen has S,(M”uM”)=O.Onesimplytakes U=Mx[-l,l] 
and 5 to be the pullback of the tangent bundle of M. It might be preferable to write 
Mu (-M) rather than M u M, but the orientation on M is irrelevant. What is 
significant is the compatibility of the orientation of X2” and the orientation of Dr. 
When M is not connected, it is not always possible to compatibly orient X, as in 
this example. 
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If one wishes to study deficiencies for nonconnected M”, which have been carefully 
avoided, it is probably desirable to include an orientation hypothesis on the mani- 
folds X2”. 
Comment 6. If M” is an oriented manifold of dimension Sk+4 with odd Euler 
characteristic and (X2”, T) is a conjugation on an almost complex manifold fixing 
M”, then 6( M, X) > 0. 
To see this, one supposes 6( M, X) = 0. By Lemma 4, X is a Spin manifold 
(connectivity of M being unnecessary since n > 2). From [ 161, X is cobordant as 
unoriented manifold to an SU-manifold. By [5], the index and hence Euler charac- 
teristic of an SU-manifold of dimension 16k+8 are even. Thus x(M) = x(X) = 
0 mod 2. 
Comment 7. If M” is a 2-connected manifold of positive dimension, and (X2”, T) 
is a conjugation on a Kahler manifold fixing M”, then 6( M, X) > 0. 
To see this, suppose 6( M, X) = 0. If n = 3, M3 is a homotopy sphere, so X6 is a 
&-homology sphere and cannot be Kahler. For n 2 4, one has H’( V/T) = 
H’( RI%) = 2, with generator c’ if i ~2 and c3#0, and from the Gysin sequence 
H’( V/ T) Vc. H2( V/T) + HZ(V) + H2( V/T) * H’( V/ T) one has H2( V) = 0. 
From the pair (X, V) one obtains H*(X) = 0 and so H2(X; Q) =0 which is a 
contradiction. 
Comment 8. In [ 181, Wilson gives two proofs of Lemma 3.16 for complex analytic 
manifolds and using indices of 2-fields of tangent vectors. This is another proof. 
Lemma. If X is an almost complex manifold of dimension 4n, then 
x(X)- (-l)“cr(X) mod4. 
Proof. If M4” is almost complex, then the Euler class coincides with the top Chern 
class. The equation becomes c,,[ M4”] = (- l)“a( M4”) mod 4, and both sides of the 
equation are complex cobordism invariants. Both sides of the equation are additive 
for disjoint unions and multiplicative on products. Further, x(M) = a(M) mod 2, 
so that c,,[ N4’+* x P4n-4’-2] - 0 mod 4 and cz,[2M]= (-1)“~(2M) mod4. It then 
suffices to check the formula on generators for flF!@Z2. Since (T(@P*“) = 1 and 
czn[@P2”]= 2n-t 13 (-l)“, the result is true. 17 
Comment 9. One would like to be able to calculate or estimate 6,( M”). In general, 
this is difficult. One does have 6,( HP”) > [n +3/2] if n > 1. Observe that the 
Pontryagin class of X restricts to ~(HP”)2=(I+u)4’“+“/(1+4u)2= 
1+4(n-l)u+. . . and hence H4’(X ; Q) # 0 if 0 s s n for one hits ~1’. By Poincart i 
duality, H4’(X) # 0 for 0 s i c 2n. If X is nonorientable, H’(X) = H’“-‘(X) f 0, if 
n is odd dim H4”(X) is even, and if X is orientable, dim H4”(X) is at least as large 
as the absolute value of the equivariant signature, i.e. x( HP”) = n + 1. One then has 
the given bound. 
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